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State De9artrnent Study Team on Haitian Returnees 

In recent years thousands of Haitian nationals have 
ar!:"ived on U.S. shores -by boat, and many of them have 
claimed 9olitical asylum. These claims are adjudicated 
by the I~igration _ and Naturalization Service, with the 
State Department playing a limited but significant role 
in review of the claims. Ap9roxirnately 600 Haitians 
have been returned to Haiti since 1972, and there have 
been allegations by private groups that th~se returnees 
~ave faced political persecution upon ret~rn. 

To review the situation of these returnees and to 
assure continued conscientions observance of U.S. obli
gations under the United Nations Protocol R,elating to 
the Status of Refugees, the State Department sent a study 
tea..~ to Hai ti from Hay 10-22, 1979. Members of the team 
S:?oke with government officials and non-governmental 
contacts, and also located and interv~ewed 86 returnees 
:ivi~g throughout Haiti, in addition to interviews with 
£.::.:-:1i.l:._; ::1embers of eleven other returnees. The team was 
~ i7e~ freedom to go wherever it wtshed withou~ Haitian 
q ::v e :!'."::::::ient accompaniment. 

Al l returnees intervie~ed stated, sometimes ~uite 
~:-:1?~~~ically, that they had left for economic reasons. 
~ i 2 ~e~~ uncovered no significant indication of rnistreat
~e~~ C:!'." of punishment of returnees because of t~eir 
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jour~ey to t~s :i.S., with the exception of organizers, 
who are bfte~ fine~ ~nd imprisoned for a matter of months. 
Retu!:'~ees; :::.wever, 3.re not irnrnune to difficulties with 
the aut~orities on 8~her grc~nds, and there were isolated 
re9orts of physical abuse. 

~"'!t'~cu= discussion with Haitian gov~~n~~~t officials, 
they repeated earlier assurances that returnees are not 
mistrea~ec. In their view, the vast majority leave for 
econo~ic =easons, and in light of their usually low 
socio-econo~ic status and lack of education, would not 
te consice=ed political refugees. The team was told, 
:1owever, that a very small number of those now in the 
U.S. w~o h:d been actively involved in political opposi
tion ~iq~t be subject to i~p=isonment or surveillance 
i= they returned. Of those returned so far, the Haitian 
govern...~en~ is only interested in punishing organizers, 
organizing being viewed as a lucrative trade that victimizes 
t::.e passenge=:-s. 

~lthough we thus found no evidence of any patter~ or 
policy of wistreating returnees, there remain reasons 
to believe - that some asylum claims could well have merit. 
~ach ~ncividual asylum application must continue to be 
re·.;ie•.•;ec: ca::-efully on its m·m individual facts. 
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I~~?? .ODUCTION 

Since the early 1970 1 s many thousands of Haitians aboard 
s~all fishing boats have -arrived in various ports in Florida. 
When apprehended by the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (INS), raany of these people have requested political 
asylum, claL~ing that they have a well-founded fear of 
?e~s2cution "for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 
~a-:i.bership of a particular social group or political opinion" 
if they were to return to Haiti. Those who establish such a 
claL~ are protected against forced return under the United 
~ations Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, to which 
t_~e United States acceded in 1968, and u~der applicable U.S. 
12.w. 

Applications for political asylum are reviewed on their 
indivicualmerits by the -INS. Some applications by Haitians 

~ave - been granted, but the overwhelming majority have been 
te~ied. The denials have drawn sometimes vehement criticism 
=row citize~s groups who allege that Haitian nationals 
=eturned frora the U.S. face political persecution. The 
cenials have also provoked a number of lawsuits, which have 
~ad the effect of delaying many pending exclusion and de
?Ortation proceedings. INS states that there are some 
9800 Haitian cases pending in Florida. Estimates of the 
~tL"!lber of Haitians illegally residi~g in this country run 
~any times higher. 

The Depart.~ent of State has a limited but important 
=ole in t..~e processing of asylum cases, Haitians as well 
as others. Until recently, the INS has sent to the Department 
=or our review those applications determined to , be doubtful 
or lacki~g in ·merit. Upon .request of the Department of 
St ate, the UNECR has agreed to participate in the review of 
2.ll .Haitian asylum requests submitted to the INS/Miami 
c:i.strict off ice. After reviewing over 2000 -such requests, 
~~e L~HCR concurs that the vast majority of such asylum 
see~ers have not established · a well-founded fear of 
?e=secut~on upon return to Haiti. 

Unce:::- I~iS regulations issued in April, the Depart..-nent 
~.::.1 1 henceforth review virtually all asylum claims before 
:~:s passes on the ~erits. Based on general information about 
~~e co u n~=Y, kno~ledge of specific events or orga n iza~ions 
er o th er ~ atters cited in the request for asylum, or, 
~~ e~ availa~le, particular information we may have about the 
.::.:;.cividual, the Department transmits its views on . 
~~ e clai ~ =or use by INS in making its final decision. 
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With regard to Haitian cases, the Department occasionally 
has asked the United States Embassy in Port-au-Prince 
to develop additional information on a particular claim, 
and has sometimes requested that INS hold an additional 
interview to obtain more information from the applicant. 

~ ,.;. . .. ; 

The Government of Haiti has previously provided both 
formal and informal assurances that returnees would not 
be persecuted or harassed because of their illegal departure 
or their residence abroad. The American Embassy in Port
au-Prince has also undertaken some follow-up contact, where 
possible, with individuals who have been returned either 
from the continental U.S. or from th€ U.S. naval base in 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. (Bad weather and mechanical problems 
have forced a number of Haitian boats bound for the U.S. 
ashore at Guantanamo.) Most of the Embassy follow-up 
has been undertaken in the Port-au-Prince area. 

In order to gain additional information on the ultimate 
trea~~ent of returnees -- especially those who have not 
remained in Port-au-Prince -- and to assure that the 
Department continues to fulfill conscientiously its role 
in review of Haitian asylum applications, the Department 
sent a study team to Haiti from May 10-22. Officers from 
the Bureau of Hu..~an Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, the 
Bureau of Inter-American Affairs, the Bureau of Consular 
Affairs (one of whom was fluent in Creole) made up the 
team, along with an additional State Department Creole 
interpreter. Our mission was to contact a broad spectrum 
of returnees in many sections of the country to determine 
their situation and learn whether or not . they had met 
with mistreatment or persecution on their return. Before 
the team left, we held numerous meetings with private 
groups and public agencies concerning the issue, both 
in Florida and in Washington, D.C. and -these meetings 
provided useful . background information. 

The study team made courtesy calls at the outset to 
inform the Haitian government of our objectives and plans. 
The team was politely received at the highest levels of 
t~e Foreign Ministry, the Interior Ministry and the 
I~..:nigration and Emigration Service. We expressed our ap
?reciation =or official Haitian cooperation and stressed our · 
cesire t~at the team be permitted to conduct field contticts 
~ithout any official Haitian presence or participation. 
?he Haitian government officials readily agreed. They 
also volunteered further information on Haitian policies 
and procedu=es toward the returnees. These comments are 
su..--;-..~a~izec in a later section. 

UNCL1\S$IFIED 
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Following these discuss .ions the study team split into 
two interview groups travelling to different regions of 
the country to interview returnees. The groups · returned 
to Port-au-Prince on May 18 and concentrated thereafter on 
interviews with returnees in the capital and nearby towns. 

I);'I:'~?.VI:SWS WITH RETUfu'IEES: PROCEDURES 

The te~~ covered a broad geographical area within Haiti. 
In accition to the capital, we interviewed or inquired about 
retur~ees from Cao Haitien, Limbe, Limonade, St. Louis-du
No=c, ?o:?:"t-de-Paix: Gonai ves, St. Marc and Rossigno'i .: in the 
north, a~d from Leogane, Les Cayes, St. Jein-du-S~d, Boyer, 
~foi~cre and Abacou in the sou th. 

We were authorized to move freely about the country 
wit~out government accompaniment, and our contact with 
aut~o=ities in the areas visited was minimal ~nd often 
ha?~aza:?:"d. We filed no set itinerary, and indeed ·the 
p=ecise a=eas to be visited were often determined by the 
te~~ only shortly before departure for the site, based on 
infor::i.a~ion or the name of a possible contact suddenly 
discove=ed. Several local -figures whom we contacted in hopes 
of secu=ing their help in locating returnees commented 
favo=ably on our lack of official government accompaniment. 
They took it as a . sign that the mission was accepted and 
res?ected by the Haitian government while yet maintaining 
definite independence. 

The interview groups used their own initiative to 
locate the returnees. The starting points were lists 
provided by the Depar~~ent of Justice, containing names 
of ~aitians · who had returned during 1977, 1978, and early 
1979, as well as lists of returnees from Guantanamo in 
Sept.e::tber 1977 anci" August 1978. With the exception of 
the G:1antanamo · returnees, this information was in the 
public domain, having been provided last April by INS 
to the 1::1-:.vyer for the National Council of Churches. If 
we d:.scove~ed other returnees whose names were not on 
t...'-:e lists, however, 'l,•re were equally interested in talking 
to t...":ose individuals. We have initiated steps since 
ou= retu=~ to check the names of such individuals against 
I~S l~sts of returnees as a further verification of the 
ac=~racy of our findings, and also to determine which 
of t~e ?20ple interviewee applied to the United States 
:::o::- ::.s· .rl um. 

~e ~ad been cautioned that the addresses supplied to 
::-,;5 !:):,' tl::e !-:ai tian nationals would be of little use, and 
t:1e :-::):.1se nu."1lbers provided did indeed give an illusory 

• 
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precision to those addresses. A given house may have 
three or more numbers - assigned to it, ~n connection with 
unrelated government projects such as malaria education. 

Nevertheless, the addresses di .d otten prove adequate 
to get us to the general location of returnees we sought. 
We usually · targeted areas where, a.ccordi .ng to the lists, 
several retQrnee~ lived, ane a series of tn~ui~ies of 
?eople .in the area frequently led us to a returnee fro .m 
t~e list, o~ at least to a =arnily member. 

The first returnee co~~acted usually knew several 
ot~er returnees ±n the area and often volunteered to 
~ather them together later at a pre-arranged location 
to talk with the study tea~. In same other ±nstances, 
we ~ere able to work in si~~lar fashion through local 
clergy or other, pr,ivate co!1tacts to find returnees. Where 
this contact was well-respected and trusted in the com
munity, h±s involvement was especially · helpful in facilita
t.i~g ±nterv±ews. In two i~s-=ances, at the urging of local 
contacts, a radio broadcast ~..-as used (a . common J?rocedure 
in ~aitii to ask named ret~r~ees tq come ~n and speak 
~ . .;ith the tean}. And ±n many locat±ons, si':mJ?le word-of-.r.1outh 
coz..runicat±on that the tean was in the are~ prom;pted 
retur!1ees to seek · us out • .. 

There was often initi~l suspicion of the team by 
=eturnees and some hesitation to become involved without 
a ffiOre complete understanding of the ·mission's purposes 
and what we planned to do • . ..;it.h the infonna-e.ion obtained, 
although the degree of hesitation varied considerably 
from location to location. ~·7e found j_t worthwhile in 
r'.la::1y-cases to devote conside=able time -- up to several 
hours -- with the initial ccntact explaining our purposes, 
the nature of our mission, and the conf~dentiality of 
i~=ormation supplied by retu=nees. Time spent getting 
to k&ow the initial contact · otten helped break the ice 
with ::riends - or acauaintances later assembled by that in
di viaual. Clearly.the role o~ team members skilled in 
Creole was crucial to this ?=ocess. 

The interview with retu=~ees , then followed an estab
lis~ec outline. We began by briefly explaining the nature 
o:: ~~e ~ission and orcmisi~c that the information provided 
would =emain confid~ntial a; to source. We asked 1or 
bas~c icentifying data: na=e, age, occupation, fanily 
i~=or.nat±on, and then asked ~uestions designed to have 
~~e i~tervewees take us ch=o~ologically through events 
::ro~ t~e time of their de?a=~ure =rom Haiti. This included 
~~22t~ent in the U.S., any ~aitian government contact with 
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families during their absence, reception upon return to 
Port au Prince, whether they were detained or questioned, 
contact with local authorities since return to the home 
area, any contact with k~erican Embassy officials, and 
whether they had been harassed or mistreated or knew of 
other returnees who had been. We concluded with a request 
to contact the Embassy if the returnee met with harassment 
as a result of the interview, since we had been assured -
there would be no such reprisals. We also invited friends, 
acquaintances, and others with whom we spoke to contact 
the embassy if they learned of any such actions. 

Most interviews lasted twenty or thirty minutes and 
were held in relatively private settings, although in a 
few instances privacy could not be arranged and the 
interview was held within earshot of a number of bystanders. 
We have tried to be sensi ti ·Je to the set tin CJ in which the 
interview took place in assessing the inforr:lation provided. 
Ideally, a longer time would be spent with e~ch interviewee 
to gain more complete trust or at least to be in a better 
position to judge whether t~e responses were at all evasive 
or inhibited.A~onq those we interviewed, there ~ay thus have 
been individuals reluctant to divulge all they knew that would 

be responsive to our questions. It ·is thus possible that 
particular incidents might have ascared our scrutiny . 
.Moreover, the situation did not . permit scientifically 
random s~lection .of the returnees to be interviewed. 
Nevertheless, the exercise was designed and carried out 
in such a way that any widespread effort to persecute 
returnees, we believe, would have come to our attention. 
We found no evidence of such a pattern or - policy. 

INTErtVIEWS :- SUMMARY OF R=:SPONSES 

The study team held personal interviews with 86 
returnees covering a broad geographical range within 
Haiti. In addition, we held extensive interviews of 
the family members of another 11 returnees -who were not 
themselves immediately available when the tea.-n was in 
their area. The account o:: findings below is based on 
the information on all 97 o= these returnees. It does 
not include less extensive information, develo~ed through 
discussions with friends a= acquaintances, re~ardins 
the return and well-being of another 11 named returnees. 

In general, the persons interviewed asserted that 
they had left for economic reasons -- to ~ind a job, to 
im?rove their life prospect.s, to provic.e r.toney for their 
far:1ilies. We found- no significant indication of mis
treatment of returnees because of their journey to the 
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U.S. Organizers of the boat trips, however, have been and, 
we were informed by government officials, would continue 
to be punished for their organizing efforts. Moreover, 
returnees are not immune to difficulties with the authorities, 
on grounds other than their emigration. 

Motivation for Denarture. Most returnees were quite 
emphatic about the economic motivation for their departure. 
Many asserted that they had never had a job in Haiti. None 
stated during the interviews that political reasons caused 
them to leave. Some stated poignantly that for reasons of 
unemployment, poor weather, or poor agricultural conditions, 
they saw no future for themselves in Haiti, no prospect of 
"organizing their lives" the way they wanted. Few were shy 
about discussing their difficult economic situation, and 
many inquired quite pointedly what we -- meaning in some 
cases the team and in some cases the U.S. government -- planned 
to do about the situation. Some asked us directly for cash, 
a job, or help in getting back to the U.S. 

T~eir • assertions about economic need were clearly sup
ported by the evident widespread poverty and overcrowded 
conditions throughout Haiti. They were also corroborated 
by the relatively sizeable numbers of returnees, family 
m~11lhers, and acquaintances who were available to talk to the 
team at whatever hour we arrived, and by the often enormous 
nwnbers of able-bodied, emplo~nnent-age bystanders in the 
towns and villages visited. 

Deoarture. Most -returnees reported little difficulty 
in leaving Haiti, suggesting that the authorities devoted 
little attention to heading off departures. In the north, 
however, and especially in more recent months, there seems to 
have been a closer watch on potential departures, and perhaps 
on the actions of suspected organizers. Several persons 
interviewed, including one organizer of a _previous voyage, 
reported being caught recently in ·Haitian waters trying to 
leave without proper documentation. They spent from a week 
to a month in jail as a result. 

A few persons suggested that local authorities would 
crack down on departures only if no~ adequately paid to 
ignore the activity. Part of the money coll~cted for the 
trips in which they were involved, they asserted, went for such 
a pa y -off. 

~!any of the clergy and other nongovernmental figures 
with whom we talked stated that they thought th~ business 
of o~ganizing boat trips was quite lucrative, with organizers 
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collecting several hundred dollars from each individual taken 
aboard. Based on the interviews with returnees, however, 
the organizers' reputation may outrun the reality (although 
this is a question on which it is hard to develop fully 
reliable information). Many returnees, particularly in the 
south, depicted their voyage as largely a collective effort, 
with individuals contributing as they could toward gathering 
the provisions needed to make the trip. These people 
described the organizer as SL~ply a community member who 
hap9ened to be the focus of activities. In the north, 
however, there were more people who related having paid 
substantially higher fees. 

Treatment of Families After Departure. Rarely did whole 
families venture on a voyage together; thus an individual's 
property would be left behind in the custody of family 
rnern.bers. In no case did we discover any government question
ing or harassment of farnLly members after the individuals 
departed. Some expressetf'l' ' .§urprise at the question :: "How 
would they have known I was gone?" · 

Treatment by U.S. Officials. The returnees generally 
reported good treat.."Tlent in the U.S. or at Guantanamo. Most 
stated that they had been asked by U •. s. officials why they 
left Haiti. Wh_en we a .sked what they ha~ said to U.S. officials, 
none indicated that they had filed for . political asylum. (We 
are aware ., however, that inte!:'viewees from one group who made 
the voyage together did assert such claims. Four members of 
that group were granted asylum, but the rest were returned to 
Eaiti when it was determined after · full interviews that their 
claims were not well-founded. We are checking with INS to 
cete=mine which, if any, of the other interviewees applied 
for political asylum.) 

Those who chose ·~o return to Haiti after only a few 
cays on U.S. s•oil generally stated that they made that 
choice after U.S. officials posed their options in these 
terms: they had the choice of voluntary return or indefinite 
stay in a U.S. jail. They chose return. Some said they 
thought "indefinite stay" meant life imprison."":lent. 

Return to Haiti. The typical pattern upon return to 
Eaiti began with reception by Haitian irn.~igration officials 
at the airoort in Port-au-Prince. Manv returnees were 
released there and told to return home-after some minor question
ing (name, address, f~"Tlily members). Some groups were admonishec. I~ 
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to try leaving again without proper documentation, but 
this did not appear ·to be uniform practice. Members of 
only a few groups recalled any contact with American 
Embassy officials upon return or any time since -- although 
the Guantanamo returnees generally reported the presence 
of American Embassy officials at the airport. 

A significant number of returnees reported that their 
groups had been taken from the airport to the Caserne 
Dessalines,the army barracks and headquarters in the center 
of Port-au-Prince. Although some stated that they were 
quite fearful during their s~ay there, it appears the Caserne 
served essentially as an alternate location for the same 
minor questioning and sometimes the same admonition against 
leaving again. Except for organizers (discussed below} no 
one remained at the Caserne for more than a few hours -- most 
for less than an hour. None of those interviewed reported 
expe=iencing mistreatment or extensive interrogation there. 

Return Home 

Most returnees had to rely on their own resources to 
return to their home areas, although members of one 
Guantanamo group received $20 each from the Haitian 
Government for the return t:-ip. · None were required to check 
in with the local ·authorities on their return, and nearly 
all stated that they had not been mistreated or even 
questioned by local police or other authorities since their 
return. A few thought they ·11ere the subject of specia1 
attention or surveillance, out most returnees expected no 
problems with the authorities connnected with their return. 

A handful of interviewees mentioned some knowledge of 
instances of imprisonment or beating of a returnee. The 
team pursued all such leads. Our efforts · included a visit 
to a remote area with an interviewee who thought he could 
put us in touch with the alleged victims. Though we found 
several returnees there, we discovered no support for the 
claL-rn, except in one respect. One of the returnees in that 
area had been identified as an organizer, - and he had indeed 
spent time in prison as a result. Based on the nature of 
the reports we heard and on our la~er interviews with a 
nu!tlbe~ of organizers or others who were the claimed victims, 
it is quite likely that the reports of imprisonment or 
:nistreat.-rnent were based on the situations of organizerz. 

UNCLr.SSIFIED 
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Only one reported incident fell outside this pattern. 
A number of those interviewed stated that a named returnee 
was beaten to set an example for those intending illegal 
emigration. In our interview, however, that individual 
himself placed the incident in a different light. He stated 
that he was denounced to the authorities for a matter not 
related to his emigration and return. He was physically 
beaten as a result, but he stated that the beating stopped 
suddenly when it came out that he was a returnee from the 
U.S. and he was then promptly released. 

Organizers 

The Haitian Government's policy is to punish those who 
organize boat trips to the U.S. This policy was widely 
known among interviewees and among the non-goverrunental 
figures with whom we talked. Organizers are charged with 
an offense that essentially amounts to fraud or breach of 
contract. 

One organizer who spent three months in jail stated that 
the judge explained his offense to him in these terms: "You 
took money from these people, and now (following an unsuc
cessful voyage) you are unable to pa~ it back.n This 
individual had been detained for ·a week before he was brought 
before the judge, · but he explained that the death of t.~e 
judge's wife was all that prevented him from appearing the 
day ~fter his arrest. 

- Another organizer spent one day in jail following his 
first trip, and then about a month in jail when caught in 
Haitian waters att~~pting a second voyage. His companions 
on the second try also spent shorter periods in jail because 
of the attempt. 

DISCUSSIO NS WITH HAITIP...!.'l GOVER.i.'iMENT OFFICIALS A1-iD NON
GOVER N:-!ENT_:U, CONTACTS 

In our calls upon Haitian Government officials, we were 
told in some detail about the official position on Haitian 
e~igrants and their policies regar4ing those who return. T! 1e 
o f f i c i al Haitian position is that virtually all of the Haiti.:lns 
see k i ng entry into the U.S.,including those who continue to 
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depart illegally, are motivated entirely by economic factors; 
they wish to find jobs or better paying employment than is 
currently available in Haiti. The outflow derives from 
Haiti's continuing economic .underdevelopment. This is the 
root problem and its solution is the key to halting the flow 
of people to the United States. 

Although departure without travel documents and exit 
-authorization is itself an offense punishable under Haitian 
law, sucho~enses are rarely prosecuted. The Haitian 
government has taken the position that the typical emigrant's 
sale of possessions to pay for the travel, combined with the 
~rnbarrassment of failure to gain entry into the U.S., itself 
constitutes "punishment enough." Emigrants therefore are 
generally allowed to depart freely from official custody 
within hours of their return to Haiti, following processing 
that is limited to filling in a brief questionnaire. The 
stated exceptions to the rule of release upon return, ac
cording to Haitian officials, are those returnees who are 
icentified as organizers, those who have arranged voyages as 
an illicit and sometimes lucrative .business venture. Large 
=ines and imprisonment, described as generally for a period 
of several months but usually less than a year, were stated 
to be the punishment. meted out by Haitian courts. 

An apparently close linkage exists in the Haitian 
government's view between the commonly low socio-economic 
status of virtually every emigrant and the extremely limited 
incidence of what authorities consider to be true political 
exiles. By virtue of lack of education, typically extending 
to functional illiteracy, the average emi~rant apparently -is 
viewed as politically unaware and therefore excluded from 
actual or potential participation in anti-government political 
activities. It was indicated that there would be cases-~ a 
very small nwnber -- where an individual who had been actively 
involved in political opposition to the Duvalier regi=ne would 
be detained for special ques t:i.oning. · The individual might be 
liable to prosecution before a special tribunal, and a claim 
for asylum in the U.S. by such an individual might be treated 
as defamation of the nation. It was claimed, how·ever, that 
no such cases have occurred in recent years and that none 
a~e pending, nor have any been brought to this tribunal 
since its establishment 12 to 18 months ago. 
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